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Ames Research Center, NASA 
and 
Ames Directorate, USAAMRDL, AVRADCOM 
Ames Research Center 
Moffett Field, CA 94035 
SUMMARY 
An experimental, aerodynamic investigation was made of two 1.B3 m 
(6 ft) diameter (.15 scale) fan systems which are being considered for 
the repmvered drive section of the 40- by BO-Foot Wind Tunnel at NASA 
Ames Research Center. One system' was low-speed, the other was high-
speed. 
The low-speed fan was tested at various stagger angles from 32.9
0 
o 0 
to 62.9. At a fan blade stagger angle of 40.8 and operating at a 
tip speed of 115 m/sec (377 ft/sec), the low-speed fan developed 207.3 m 
(680 ft) of head. 
o 
The high-speed fan had a design blade stagger rulg1e of 56.2 and 
was tested at this stagger angle only. The high-speed fan operating 
at 191.5 m/sec (628.3 ft/sec) developed 207.3 m (680 ft) of head. 
Thi.s report presents the radial distributions of static pressure 
coefficients, total pressure coefficients, and angles of swirl. The 
radial surveys were conducted at four azimuth locations in front of 
the fan, and repeated downstream of the fan. Data were taken for 
various flow control devices and for two inlet contraction lengths. 
The parameters of mass flow and ,fan rotational speed setting are tabu-
1ated ror each configuration, along with the resulting fan system 
efficiencies. 
*USAAMRDL, AVRADCOM, Ames Research Center 

























c airfoil chord, cm (in) 
DELTA PS/Q Static pressure coefficient, referenced to atmospheric 
pressure at survey station, non-dimensionalized by the 
mass-weighted average dynamic pressure at the survey 
station 
DELTA PT/Q Total pressure coefficient difference referenced to atmos-
pheric pressure at survey station, non-dimensionalized by 
















Flow distortion configuration; see figure l(g) 
Flow distortion configuration; see figure l(g) 
Normalized total pressure rise, % of design value 
Fan power input, % of design value 
Mass flow, % of design value 
Fan rotational speed, % of design value 
Radial distance from fan centerline, m(ft) 
Airfoil camber radius (see figure 2(a», em (in) 
Tip radius, m (ft) 
Rotational angle of flow with respect to fan shaft centerline, 
positive in direction of rotation, deg 
Maximum airfoil thickness-to-chord ratio 
Possible variation from indicated value of parameter 
Fan efficiency, based on average weight flow, isentropic 
developed head, and shaft power input: (weight flow) • (head) 
(power) 
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Airfoil camber angle (see figure 2(a», deg 
t> . Centerline 
," Subscripts 
max maximum 
r fan rotor 
s stator 
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The main drive power system of the 40- by 80-Foot (12.2- by 24.4-
meter) Wind Tunnel is being redesigned to increase the maximum testing 
speed. The design concept for th~ drive unit is a variable-speed motor/ 
variable-pitch fan combination :with two modes of operation. Lower wind 
tunnel speeds are to be attained by varying motor speed at fixed blade 
pitch, and higher air speeds will be achieved by varying the fan blade 
pitch at constant fan speed. 
Two fans have been under study for the drive system. A high-speed 
fan with a tip speed of 191.5 m/s (628.3 ft/s), and a low-speed fan 
having a tip speed of 114.9 m/s (377 ft/s). The high-speed fan was 
predicted to have higher efficiency but substantially more noise than 
the low speed fan. To verify these studies, two fan systems (i.e., 
t",'IQ fans and two stators) were designed, fabricated, assembled, and 
tested. The performance data are presented in this report and the 
acoustic data are described in reference 1. 
The test stand used for this investigation was a .15-sca1e model 
of the entire drive system including the nacelle, fan diffuser, and 
enclosure. Two inlet contractions and various flow-straightening 
and distortion devices were tested. Data describing the diffuser 
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MODEL AND APPARATUS 
Test Stand Assembly 
Photographs and sketches of the basic geometry of the model test 
stand are presented in figure 1. A three-quarter front view showi.ng 
the bellmouth inlet is shown in figure l(a). A three-quarter rear 
view (figure l(b» shows the outside of the diffuser area and the exit 
doors. Figure l(c) is a close-up view of the low speed fa.n showing 
the 1.22 m (4 ft) throat transition. This contraction length was later 
increased to 2.13 m (7 ft). The transition transformed the approximately 
2.11 m (6.92 ft) square duct into a circular duct with a diameter of 
about 1.84 m (6.03 ft). A side-view sketch with pertinent dimensions 
and details is presented in figure l(d). The two transition lengths 
are shown in figure l(e). 
From the 10.4 m (34 ft) station ("station" denotes distance from 
inlet face of test stand - see figure l(d» to the 13.3 m (43.6 ft) 
station, the inside diameter was approximately 1.84 m (6.03 ft) and 
contained the centerbody. The centerbody was .91 m (3 ft) in diameter, 
mounted on faired struts, and contained a 1.12 MW (1500 hp) variable-
frequency electric drive motor; the fan was cantilevered off the forward 
end of the motor and the tail fairing cantilevered off the aft end into 
the diffuser. 
The diffuser was 4.06 m (13.32 ft) long and, with the tail cone 
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The constant-area section aft of the diffuser was about 2.21 m 
(7.25 ft) high by 2.08 m (6.83 ft) wide and almost 6.4 m (21 ft) long. 
The two doors at the outlet had a common hinge and were opened equally 
to produce the desired mass flow. 
Coordinates for the nose cone spinner and support struts are 
presented in Table I. 
F,an Rotor and Stator 
The rotor blade and stator vane design consisted of wrapping 
a modified C-4 airfoil blade thickness distribution (Table II) around 
a circular-arc mean line. Blade geometric characteristics are presented 
in figure 2 for the high-speed and low-speed fan systems. Figure 2(a) 
is a sketch of a blade section with geometric definitions. High-speed 
fan geometric characteristics are shown in figures 2(b) and 2(c) and 
the low-speed fan characteristics are presented in figures 2(d) and 
2(e). The solidity at the 3/4 radius is given in Table III. The 
o low-speed fan had a dtlsign blade stagger angle of 40.8 , and operating 
at a tip speed of 114.9 m/sec (377 ft/sec) developed 207 m (680 ft) of 
head. a The high-speed fan had a design blade stagger angle of 56.2 , 
and operating at a tip speed of 191.5 m/sec (628 ft/sec) developed 207 
(680 ft) of head. The weight flow and power were the same for both 
3 fans, 1632.5 N/sec (367 lb/sec) and 376.7 X 10' W (505 hp) respectively 























Flow Control Devices 
Figures 1(f) and l(g) show the various devices used to control 
the flow or alter the boundary layer. The flow control devices con-
sisted of a honeycomb, the honeycomb with a uniform screen, a non-
uniform, layered distortion screen, and a moderate vertical wall or air 
dam. 
.,.,. 
The honeycomb (figure l(f» used was 25.4 cm (10 in) deep with 
19 rom (.75 in) cells; this was initially installed about 3.67 m (12 ft) 
downstream of the diffuser to prevent upstream distortion from the exit 
doors. The honeycomb was removed early in the study and attached to 
the coarse wire screen (figure l(c» at the 5.5 m (18 ft) station. 
The honeycomb at this new location was used to straighten the flow 
going into the fan. 
With the honeycomb installed at the 5.5 m station, an inlet screen 
(figure l(f» was added at the 7.93 m (26 ft) station to help control 
the inflow. The screen was window screen with a mesh of 14 by 18 per 
square 25 mm (1 in) and each strand of wire had a diameter of .279 mm 
(.011 in). 
A distortion screen (of the same 14 by 18 mesh screen) was attached 
(fig. l(g» in front of the coarse wire sC.reen as shown in figure l(f) 
in an attempt to duplicate the expected distorted flow (from boundary-
layer-build-up) going into the full-scale fans. The screen (designated 









with one layer completely covering the lower one-half of the duct, plus 
a second layer over the lower one-quarter of the duct, and a third 
layer over the lower one-eighth of the duct. 
In a further attempt to simulate the low-energy boundary layer 
entering the full-scale fan, a partial blockage (designated D-2, figure l(g» 
was employed. The blockage consisted of a vertical wall across the width 
of the duct at the 7.93 (26 ft) station, produced approximately the same 
boundary layer flow conditions that exist in the 40- by aD-Foot Wind 
Tunnel. 
Instrumentation 
Three types of data were taken, leading to the results presented 
in this report. First, the fan rotational speed was measured with a 
magnetic pick-up device and a frequency counter. Second, the flow 
temperatures were measured at the test-stand inlet and at the fan 
discharge by thermocouples and were read out on digital voltmeters. 
Finally, all pressure data were measured using multiple-tube, water 
manometers and were recorded photographically. The pressure measuring 
stations are shown in figure l(d); a. static-pressure ring just down-
stream of the be1lmouth entrance, total pressure rakes just upstream of 
the fan contraction, and a traversing survey probe near the fan station. 
The survey probe measured total and static pressures and flow 
angularity in the circumferential direction (swirl). Measurements 
were made at three longitudinal stations: just upstream of the fan 
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rotor, between the rotor and stators, and just downstream of the stators 
(see figure l(d». The distributions were measured at four, equally-
spaced locations around the annulus, designated as port, starboard, 
top, and bottom. 
-'1 



































A flow calibration was run on a 0.305 m (1.0 ft) square model 
of the inlet be11mouth. The calibration was conducted using a pre-
calibrated, standard ASME long-radius flow nozzle. The calibrated 
lU8.ElS flow of the inlet was based on the static pressure drop at the 
throat and the temperature at the entrance. 
The testing procedure used was to make probe surveys at constant 
ran-speed and constant mass-flow settings for a given blade angle 
setting. When a series of runs had been r~de at various mass-flow 
settings and fan speeds, the probe was moved to a new location and 
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REDUCTION OF DATA 
Calibration and Accuracies 
The traversing survey probe was calibrated in the Ames 7- by 
10-Foot (2.13- by 3.05-m) Wind Tunnel using a separately calibrated 
refel:'ence pl70be as a standard. 
The pressure readings which were used to determine the various 
flow parameters were accurate to about ± 0.64 mm (+ 0.025 in) of vertical 
water column height. The survey probe installation errors were about 
± 0.25 deg for the port and starboard locations and about + 0.5 deg for 
the top and bottom azimuth positions. The temperature measurements 
o 0 
were accurate to about ± 1.1 C (+ 2 F). The fan speed settings were 
accurate to about 2 rev/min or less than 0.2% of the values used in the 
data reduction. The shaft torque measurements were accurate to within 
40 N-m (30 ft-lb). 
The effects of the calibration errors and uncertainties for the 
survey probe results are presented in figure 3 as functions of swirl 
angle. The uncertainties for four other pertinent parameters (input 
power, mass flow, total pressure rise (head), and efficiency) are 






























Data Sources and Handling 
./ The performance parameters presented were determined from dif-
ferent sources in various ways. The total and static p.~·essure coef-
ficients and swirl angle distributions presented in the figures were 
determined from the survey probe data taken at several discrete points 
across the fan annulus. The dynamic pressure used for non-dimensionalizing 
the pressure coefficients was a mass-weighted average over the entire 
.. 
traverse survey. The mass flowllalues were based on the static pressure 
and temperatures measured, at the inlet bellmouth. The total pressure 
rise across the fan .(head) was calculated from the average mass-weighted 
total pressure at the survey station and the average total pressure at 
the rakes upst:ream of the contraction (see figure l(d». The input 
power values were based on the fan rotational speed and on measured 
shaft torque. The fan system efficiency was determined from the weight 
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INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 
Caution must be used in the interpretation of the pressure coeffi-
cient and efficiency data. The total and static pressure coefficient 
data are referenced to atmospheric pressure. The fan efficiencies 
(and head rises) are based on data measured about 2.7 m (9 ft) upstream 
of the fan disc. Therefore, these data are low due to the losses of 
the. (~ontraction and some of the upstream ducting. "Fan only" or "fan 
and stator" results may be determined by subtracting upstream~'measure-
ment parameters (0.3 m upstream of the fan) from those measured just 








PRESENTATION OF DATA 
The low-speed fan was studied over a wide range of blade stagger 
angles. The data are presented in figures 4 through 33 in ascending 
order beginning with the lowest stagger angle, s = 32.9
0
, and ending 
o 
with the highest stagger angle tested (62.9). Figures 34 and 35 
show the results for the high-speed fan. An index to the figures is 
presented in Table V. 
The data presented are the static pressure and total pressure 
coefficients and swirl angle as functions of radial location for various 
configurations and stagger angles. The data are subdividod within their 
stagger-angle grC'ups by the parameters varied: the stations, azimuths, 
speeds, and flow settings. 
For the lot~-speed fan the widest coverage of variables occurred 
at the design blade stagger angle; these data are presented in figures 17 
through 26. Figures 17, 18, and 19 present data taken upstream of the 
fan. Figures 17 and 19 Show data taken with the original contraction 
installed. Figure 18 shows the data for the longer modified contraction. 
Figure 19 presents data taken between the fan and stator for both con-
tractions; i.e., original and then modified, with and without the D-1 
inflow distortion configuration. Figures 23 through 26 present data 
taken downstream of the stator. (The inlet honeycomb was not installed 
for the data of figure 23.) Figures 23 through 25 present data with 
























distortion configuration (taken downstream of the stator) are pre-
sented in figure 25. The modified-contraction data are presented for 
this station in figure 26. The exit doors of the model test stand were 
off for one series of runs only; these data are presented in figure 24. 
o At "off-design" conditions (i.e., ~ ,,40.8 for the low-speed fan) the 
configurations tested were held to a bare minimum and reflect condi-
tions pertinent to the full-scale drive fans. The "lata in figures 27 
through 33 are for the longer stagger angles and the ~o contraction 
lengths. 
The high-speed fan data presented in figure 34 were taken clown-
stream of the stator for all four azimuths. Figure 35 shows the data 
taken upstream of the fan at the port azimuth. All high-speed fan 
data were taken without the inlet honeycomb or screen and with the 
original contraction installed. 
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DISCUSSION 
The data are presented, for the most part, without analysis or 
comparison. However, figures 36 and 37 present a summary of the experim~nta1 
aerodynamic performance (head rise and efficiency) as compared to the 
pre.dicted design points of reference 3. Reasonably good agreement was 
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TABLE 1.- Contour coordinates for rotor nose cone spinner and nacelle 
support struts 
Spinner Strut 
Distance from Distance from Half 
leading edge f Local radius f leading edge f thickness 
maximum diameter maximum diameter chord chord 
0 0 .007 .009 
.028 .137 .014 .013 
.056 .192 .025 .017 
.083 .233 .0625 .025 
.111 .266 .101 .031 
.167 .319 .175 .039 
.250 .378 .25 .044 
.333 .421 .351 .046 
.500 .476 .5 .044 
.722 .5 .701 .034 
.889 .5 .800 .026 
.95 .009 
1.0 0 
Maximum nacelle diam. = .914 m (3 ft) 
Leading edge radius t chord = .00S7 
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0.5 Hub-to-tip diameter ratio 
Drive power, W (HP) 
Total pressure rise (head), 
m (ft) of air 
376.7 x 10 3 (505) 
207.3 (680) 
Weight flow, N/sec (lb/sec) 1632.5 (367) 
ROTOR ONLY 
Parameter Low-Speed Fan 
Number of blades 15 
Solidity at 3/4 radius 0.5540 
(chord • No. of blades t 
circumference) 
Stagger angle at 3/4 radius, 40.8 
deg. 
Rotational speed, rev/min 





Number of blades 
Cho.cd, em (in) 
Solidity at 3/4 radius 
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TABLE IV - DATA PARAMETER UNCERTAINTIES 
Uncertainties 
Parameter 
Low-Speed Fan High-Speed 
Fraction of design input + 0.014 + 0.023 
power 
Fraction of design mass + 0.008 + 0.008 
flow 
Fraction of design total + 0.005 + 0.005 
pressure rise (head) 
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26 40.8 X X X 
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28 52.8 X X 
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Design Design In Out In Out 1>-1 P-2 
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Variable 100 X X X 
Variable 100 X X X X 
Variable 100 X X X 
Var1ab1e 70,100 X X X 
Variable 100 X X X 
Variable 100 X X X 
Var-iable 100 X X X 
Variable 100 X X X 
Variable 100 X X X 
Variable 100 X X X 
Variable 100 X X X 
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(a) Three-qua.rter front view of complete test stand 





















































c. - Front-view close-up; ;,ls;de of duct and fan 
Figure 1. - Concl uded • G~ 
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(d) Test stand sideview 
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(a) Fan blade geometric definitions 
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(b) High-speed fan rotor blade geometry: stagger angle, 
chord, camber angle, and thickness ratio variation 
with radial location. 
Figure 2.- Continued. 
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: I (C) High-speed fan camber and maximum camber variation 
with radial. location. 
Figure 2.- Continued. 
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(d) Low-speed fan rotor blade geometry: stagger angle, 
chord, camber angle, and maximum thickness ratio variation 
with radial location. 
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(e) Low-speed fan camber and max1.mum camber variation with 
radial location. 
Figure 2.- Concluded. 
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(b) High-speed fan 
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Figure 4.- Continued. 
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Figure 4.- Continued. 
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Figure 5.- Continued. 
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(d) Bottom azimuth - concluded. 
Figure 5.- Concluded. 
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Figure 6.- Radial variation of total pressure coefficient, static 
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Figure 7.-Radial variation of total pressure coefficient, static 
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Figure 7.- Continued. 
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Figure 12.- Radial variation of total pressure coefficient, static 
pressure coefficient and swirl angle between the rotor 
and stator at the top azimuth; several mass flows, 
N = 100%, inlet honeycomb, modified contraction, and 
l; = 38°, 
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Figure 14.- Radial variation of total pressure coefficient, stati~ 
pressure coefficient, and swirl angle upstream of rotor 
for severa.l azimuths, and mass flo\'/s; N = 100%, modified 
contraction, inlet honeycomb, and ~ = 38°, 
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Figure 14.- Continued. 
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Figure 21.- .Continued. 
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Radial variation of total pressure coefficient, static 
pressure coeffiCient, and swirl angle between rotor and 
stator for two azimuths and ~everal mass flows; inlet 
honeycomb, originalconfraction, IIH" inflow configuration, 
N = 100%, and ~ = 40~8°. 
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Figure 23.- Radial variation of total pressure coefficient, static 
pressure coefficient, and swirl angle~owristream of 
stators'for several azimuths and mass flows; original 
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Figure 28.- Radial va~lation of total pressure coefficient, static 
pressure coefficient, and swirl angle upstream of the 
rotor at the starboard azimuth and several mass fl ovlS; 
N ~ 100% in'~t honeycomb, original contraction~ and 
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Figure 29.- Radial variation of total pressure coefficient, static 
pressure coefficient, and swirl angle between rotor 
and stator at the starboard azimuth, and several mass 
flows; inlet honeycomb in, original contracticR a N = 100%, 
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stator at the starboard azimuth and several mass flows; 
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Radial variation of total pressure coefficient, static . 
pressure coefficient, and swirl angle downstream of the 
stators at the port azimuth for several mass f101-IS; 
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Figure 35.- Radial variation of total pressure coefficient, static 
pressure coefficient, and swirl angle upstream of the 
rotor at the port azimuth for several mass flows; original 
contractio~,exit honey.comb, N =100%, and ~ = 56.2°; )'/'11, 
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Figure 34.- Radial variation of total pressure coefficient, static 
pressure coefficient and swirl angle downstream of the 
stator for several azimuths and mass flows; exit honeycomb 
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Figure 34.- Continued. 
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(c) Starboard azimuth. 
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(c) Starboard azimuth - concluded. .. -i .-:-
Figure 34.- Continued. 
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(d) Bottom azimuth concluded. 
Figure 34.- Concluded. 
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(a) High-speed fan 
Figure 36.- Variation of. efficiency with mass flow in percent of design. 
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Figure 37.- Var1.ationof pressure rise (head) in percent of design 
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